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Network Events
2018-2019
Overview
AELP will continue to run our own national events but we are delighted to offer all
networks the opportunity to co-host events should you wish from a broad range of
topics, those which are of interest to network members. Events have been grouped
into a series of six themes with a number of workshop topics within each theme
to choose from. This is the current list but it is anticipated the number of themes
and workshops topics will be increased and updated over time to respond to sector
demand.
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Inspection				
MIS and Data Assurance
Maths and English + Digital Skills
Apprenticeship Funding Rules
EPA
Other i.e. GDPR, Technology in FE, ESF, Devolution, Governance, VAT, Contracts, 		
LLDD/SEND

Delegate fees are reduced and are competitively priced to ensure a considerable cost saving
to network members and AELP members. However, non-members may attend any of the
offered workshops but a cost difference of £200 will be applied to non-member bookings.
The offer also includes income generation for the network.
Events will be delivered within the regions at a time to suit (subject to facilitator availability)
and post pre-event webinars.

Pre-Event Webinars
Where necessary, events will be preceded by a complimentary webinar which
provides an introduction to the topic and enables attendees to ask questions.
Webinars are usually delivered in advance of the workshops to support promotion
and generate interest. However, as all webinars are recorded, workshop attendees
may view these at any time prior to workshop delivery. Webinar recordings will also
be embedded into AELP promotional email alerts.

How it works
The simple 4-step system is as follows:
1. Select a theme (6 to choose from – see above)
2. Choose a Workshop topic
3. Suggest a date/location
4. Choose a delivery point model – 4 options available
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Inspection

Themes and Topics
Inspection
Inspection Essentials for New Providers
Designed to provide essential information for new education and training providers
preparing for an Ofsted inspection
The outcome of an Ofsted inspection can influence whether or not you continue
as a publicly funded training organisation and can also have a huge impact on the
reputation of your business. For new providers these workshops will give you a
full insight into the inspection process, highlight any differences from inspection
experience as a subcontractor and help you to fully plan and prepare for inspection
and develop the skills and confidence to successfully manage the actual inspection
period.
The content covered is essential for those wanting to develop a detailed insight
into the inspection process and in particular those managers who are intending to
undertake the role of inspection nominee on behalf of their organisation
Ensure your organisation is fully ‘inspection ready’, up to date and with the insight
and understanding to achieve the best possible inspection outcome.

Inspection Essentials for Established Providers
Inspection is a continuously evolving process. There have been a number of
subtle changes in the common inspection framework and, with the introduction of
standards and the recent pilot inspections the changes are becoming more evident.
This workshop is designed to meet the needs of established providers and
experienced nominees who are keen to ensure they have access to the most
current thinking and up to date with trends and inspection themes.
The workshop will include a number of complex scenarios and case studies from
published reports for analysis and discussion. These will include the impact of
governance (both positive and negative) on leadership and management.
There will be opportunities to consider and scrutinise data to illustrate the
significance and importance of presenting data at inspection.
The event will conclude with discussion and ideas to build an accurate picture for
self-assessment that provides a shop window into your provision to maximise the
potential outcome at inspection.
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MIS Data and Assurance

MIS Data and Assurance
ILR and Funding Intermediate
Learn how to submit accurate and timely ILRs and understand the funding received
from ESFA for both Apprenticeships and classroom-based funding.
During this one-day workshop, delegates will gain an understanding of the key
elements of the Individualised Learner Record and how this drives funding.
Following this workshop delegates will; understand the structure of the ILR, know
how to successfully upload an ILR, understand the funding reports produced
by ESFA and how to match them to your remittances and know where to find
information on errors and how to fix them
New providers, those who are getting direct funding for the first time and new staff
in more established providers.

ILR and Funding Advanced
This one-day workshop may be adapted to network priorities. However, the core
content will focus on:

»»Year end, and how to make sure your R14 is as accurate as possible
»»Understanding Qualification Achievement Rates and avoiding silly mistakes
»»Delivery of AEB and how to be in the best position to get growth in 18/19
»»Devolution and what we know so far
Funding Assurance Intermediate
Designed for providers new to making ILR returns and new staff in established
providers, this workshop will take you through the basics of ILR production.
The workshop will cover Apprenticeship and AEB funding models as well as
Advanced Learning Loans, the other data sources you need to understand and the
most important websites to have saved to your favourites! We’ll also discuss what to
do when things go wrong, how to make sure you’re ready for audit and developing
monthly processes. There will also be plenty of time for questions and networking.
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Maths and English + Digital Skills

aths & English + Digital Skills

Preparing to Implement the Functional Skills Reforms - Entry 1, 2 & 3
This one day workshop will provide an essential overview of the significant
differences with the reformed Functional Skills in English and maths at Entry 1, 2
and 3 and help to prepare for the transition to the reformed qualifications and new
delivery requirements.
The workshop will focus on:

»»Establishing the differences between the legacy Entry 1, 2 and 3 English and 		
mathematics Functional Skills and the reformed Entry 1, 2 and 3 qualifications;
»»Understanding the new requirements and additional challenge for learners 		
with the reformed Functional Skills at Entry 1,2 and 3 English and mathematics
»»Determine the differences between the legacy Entry 1, 2 and 3 English and 		
mathematics Functional Skills and the reformed Entry 1, 2 and 3 qualifications;
»»Delivery planning for areas of increased challenge for learners
»»CPPD awareness related to specific subject content for staff delivering the 		
reforms;
»»Planning for implementation and impact on resource and programme 		
development;
»»Planning for transitional requirements of the legacy qualifications and 		
increased quality assurance for the revised versions

Preparing to Implement the Functional Skills Reforms - Level 1 & Level 2
This one day workshop will provide a sound overview of the differences between
the current (legacy) Functional Skills English and maths and the reformed Functional
Skills English and maths at Levels 1 and 2.
The workshop will focus on:

»»Establishing the differences between the legacy Level 1 and 2 English 			
and mathematics Functional Skills and the reformed Level 1 and Level 2 		
qualifications;

»»Identifying areas of increased challenge for learners and staff delivering the 		
reforms;

»»Planning for implementation and impact on resource and programme 		
development;

»»Planning for transitional requirements of the legacy qualifications and 		
increased quality assurance for the revised versions.

Both workshops are aimed at practitioners delivering, or managers supporting,
the implementation of the reformed Functional Skills English and mathematics
qualifications.
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aths & English + Digital Skills

Train the Trainer series
Become a Functional Skills maths Subject expert – Entry 1, 2 and 3
A one day workshop to explore and understand the requirements for Entry 1,
Entry 2 and Entry 3 Functional maths. Content will look at the skill and knowledge
requirements for each level;

»»understand the challenges of problem solving and develop strategies to
support and deliver training;

»»consider how to develop learners towards competence; recognise when
learners are ready for final assessment/demonstrate the skills required
consistently;
»»understand the challenges and misconceptions that form barriers to
learning and; develop the confidence and competence to support programme
development, delivery and;
»»support less confident staff within their organisations.

Become a Functional Skills maths trainer – Level 1 and Level 2
A one day workshop for those who are confident with their own maths ability at
Level 2 and above wanting to further develop their skills in order to support others
to be able to deliver Functional Skills maths to learners at Level 1 and Level 2 more
confidently.
The workshop will cover the requirements of the reformed Level 1 and Level 2
Functional maths and provide an in depth understanding of the qualification
expectations and additional challenges for learners.
Content will also cover:

»»effective use of baseline learner information to inform planning for learning
and maths skill development up to Level 2 and beyond;

»»managing learner stretch and challenge;
»»the challenges and misconceptions that form barriers to maths learning;
»»confident programme development and vocational integration;
»»teaching problem solving;
»»the development of learner independence, mastery and competence;
»»learner readiness for final assessment; and
»»strategies that will support the development of others when delivering maths
to learners.
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Apprenticeship Funding Rules

Apprenticeship Funding Rules
Off the Job Training
We will look at all of the key funding issues following the release of the Funding
Rules for 2018/19. We will focus on the key issue of 20% Off the Job training
which is still seen as one of the key barriers to increasing apprenticeship starts.
We will explore ways in which you can make these rules work for employers and
apprentices and look at examples of using the flexibilities in the rules.
We will also look at other funding issues such as;

»»Subcontracting and how you can still make it work
»»What can be funded as part of apprenticeships
»»Funding of English and maths
»»Collecting employer contributions effectively
»»The review of funding bands by the IfA
We will ensure that the event is interactive and this is a chance to ensure your views
are heard by AELP and can influence the development of AELP policy.
We will ensure all your questions are heard and as many answered as we can
through discussion and table discussions.
We will raise the issues discussed with the ESFA, IfA and the EPA organisations.

Apprenticeship Funding Rules
We will look at the key funding issues raised by providers such as the 20% Off
the Job training rules, subcontracting, and English and maths delivery. Many of
these rules are open to interpretation and we will explore how providers can meet
the funding requirements whilst implementing the delivery models required by
employers and apprentices.
We will focus on Apprenticeships which is where the majority of changes have been
implemented but there will be opportunities to discuss any area of funding that is
of concern to providers. We will also have an opportunity to discuss some of these
issues with experts from the sector such as the ESFA in an open debate.
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EPA

EPA
Preparation for the End-point Assessment of Apprentices
Providers & Employers living the ‘7Ps’ principle
This one-day workshop will give Employers and Providers a suggested structure for
the selection and appointment of End-point Assessment Organisations (EPAOs) and
sets out the essential steps in getting ready for this vital phase in the Apprenticeship
journey.
The workshop will be fully participative and focuses on the key criteria for selecting
an EPAO providing suggested workable guidelines to assist in preparation for Endpoint Assessment (EPA) from the Provider’s perspective. It will also serve to ‘sense
check’ the preparatory steps that Providers may already have in place.
The lessons learnt from EPAs already undertaken across a wide range of
Apprenticeship Standards will also be highlighted and discussed.
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Other

Other
Technology
The workshops would help delegates explore the opportunities and challenges
created by the advance of digital technologies for teaching, learning and
assessment in the Learning and Skills sector.
The design principles which underpin the current policies, programme delivery,
funding, assessment and accountability are now stretched beyond their fitness for
purpose.
The developments in Artificial Intelligence, Online, blended and machine learning,
virtual and augmented reality will render our current methods archaic and
ultimately redundant.
What can Learning Providers do to start to prepare for this paradigm shift? They
cannot ignore it and hope to survive.
In addition to challenging inputs the workshops will encourage delegates to reflect
on current practice and action plan for the future.

Understanding the New Apprenticeship Landscape: Achieving Order from
Chaos
In order to help providers to understand the bigger picture and their obligations
as an apprenticeship training provider, we are delighted to bring you this full-day
workshop: “Understanding the New Apprenticeship Landscape”
This workshop is ideal for new apprenticeship training providers and recent
entrants to the apprenticeship delivery marketplace and will cover:

»»An overview of the apprenticeships landscape
»»Your role and responsibilities as an apprenticeship training provider
»»Understanding the component parts needed to deliver apprenticeships
»»Understanding the implications of delivering apprenticeships
»»Understanding how to maximise outputs and outcomes from delivering 		
apprenticeship training.
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Other

ESFA ESF Procurement Summer/Autumn 2018 Workshop
Secure new ESF business, from one of the last European tender rounds before
Brexit.
Session objectives include:

»»To having a clear understanding the steps required for a successful 			
submission
»»To understand how to use performance data to support their tender 			
submission
»»To be clear on the questions and how to answer these

»»To be able to effectively plan the submission and understand what comes next

Governance
Overview TBA

Devolution
Overview TBA

LLDD/SEND
Overview TBA
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Delivery Model Options
Note: If a Network can source a facilitator, the total cost will be lower by the difference in facilitator cost. All costs
are plus VAT.

Model 1
Network or Network Member venue - no room hire cost
Income
Number of delegates

15

Delegate Fee

£126

Total

£1,890

Expenditure

Unit Cost

15

Expert Facilitator – arranged by AELP

£700 – fixed

£700

Venue/room hire – provided by the Network FOC

None

0

Delegate – refreshments/catering

£15 – fixed

£225

Non-paying attendees (Workshop facilitator, AELP and RN
Chair) – refreshments/catering

£15 – fixed

£45

Network promotion

Fixed
60% AELP/40% Network split
for any additional bookings
over 15

£215*

AELP costs; website, bookings, marketing, materials, travel,
accommodation and on-site support etc.

Variable

£705

Total

£1,890

Model 1 Example of income based on 25 delegates:
Income
Additional 10 x delegates @ £126 each = £1,260
Costs
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £15 per head for catering/refreshments = £150
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £5 per head for materials = £50
Total costs @ £200
Total
£1,260 income less £200 costs = £1,060
60/40 Split of £1,060 (additional income)
AELP 60% - £636
Network 40% - £424
Network Income based on 25 delegates = *£215 (fixed income) + £424 (40%)
= £639
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Model 2
Network venue - with room hire cost
Income
Number of delegates

15

Delegate Fee

£140

Total

£2,100

Expenditure

Unit Cost

15

Expert Facilitator – arranged by AELP

£700 – fixed

£700

Venue/room hire

£200 - fixed

£200

Delegate – refreshments/catering

£15 – fixed

£225

Non-paying attendees (Workshop facilitator, AELP and RN
Chair) – refreshments/catering

£15 – fixed

£45

Network promotion

Fixed
60% AELP/40% Network split
for any additional bookings
over 15

£215*

AELP costs; website, bookings, marketing, materials, travel,
accommodation and on-site support etc.

Variable

£715

Total

£2,100

Model 2 Example of income based on 25 delegates:
Income
Additional 10 x delegates @ £140 each = £1,400
Costs
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £15 per head for catering/refreshments = £150
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £5 per head for materials = £50
Total costs @ £200
Total
£1,260 income less £200 costs = £1,200
60/40 Split of £1,200 (additional income)
AELP 60% - £720
Network 40% - £480
Network Income based on 25 delegates = *£215 (fixed income) + £480 (40%)
= £695
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Model 3a
External venue (Midlands, South West, North) – with costs
Income
Number of delegates

15

Delegate Fee

£151

Total

£2,265

Expenditure

Unit Cost

15

Expert Facilitator – arranged by AELP

£700 – fixed

£700

Venue DDRs

£35 – fixed

£525

Non-paying attendees (Workshop facilitator, AELP and RN
Chair) – refreshments/catering

£105 – fixed

£105

Network promotion

Fixed
60% AELP/40% Network split
for any additional bookings
over 15

£215*

AELP costs; website, bookings, marketing, materials, travel,
accommodation and on-site support etc.

Variable

£720

Total

£2,265

Model 3a Example of income based on 25 delegates:
Income
Additional 10 x delegates @ £151 each = £1,510
Costs
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £35 per head for catering/refreshments = £350
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £5 per head for materials = £50
Total costs @ £400
Total
£1,510 income less £400 costs = £1,110
60/40 Split of £1,110 (additional income)
AELP 60% - £666
Network 40% - £444
Network Income based on 25 delegates = *£215 (fixed income) + £444 (40%)
= £659
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Model 3b
External venue (London and Home Counties) – with costs
Income
Number of delegates

15

Delegate Fee

£171

Total

£2,565

Expenditure

Unit Cost

15

Expert Facilitator – arranged by AELP

£700 – fixed

£700

Venue DDRs

£55 – fixed

£825

Non-paying attendees (Workshop facilitator, AELP and RN
Chair) – refreshments/catering

£105 – fixed

£105

Network promotion

Fixed
60% AELP/40% Network split
for any additional bookings
over 15

£215*

AELP costs; website, bookings, marketing, materials, travel,
accommodation and on-site support etc.

Variable

£720

Total

£2,565

Model 3b Example of income based on 25 delegates:
Income
Additional 10 x delegates @ £171 each = £1,710
Costs
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £55 per head for catering/refreshments = £550
Plus, 10 x delegates @ £5 per head for materials = £50
Total costs @ £600
Total
£1,710 income less £600 costs = £1,110
60/40 Split of £1,110 (additional income)
AELP 60% - £666
Network 40% - £444
Network Income based on 25 delegates = *£215 (fixed income) + £444 (40%)
= £659
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Agreement
Regional Networks agree to:
»»Choose a workshop from the list on offer and advise AELP which of the Delivery
Models is the preferred option

»»Provide an in-house venue (Option 1) or arrange an alternative venue (Option 2) to
host the event (including A/V equipment i.e. data projector, screen and flipchart)
with the correct capacity for the number of attendees in a classroom layout
OR

»»Advise AELP if an external venue will be required i.e. a hotel or conference centre
(Option 3A and 3B) so we may manage the venue and arrangements

»»Provide catering or arrange catering for all attendees (delegates, Chair, Workshop
Facilitator and AELP staff) for Options 1 and 2. Cost not to exceed £15 per head
»»To actively promote the events to their members
»»Chair the workshops

AELP agrees to:
»» Host complimentary to delegates promotional webinars to generate interest where
necessary

»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»
»»

Provide event information to the networks for promotion/marketing purposes
Source, book and manage the workshop facilitator (unless sourced through Network)
Create a website and booking journey for each event
Co-brand the websites with the networks logo etc.
Market and promote all workshops using our usual channels
Manage all bookings and process delegate fees
Provide event materials including; packs, badges and signage
Provide a member of the AELP Events Team staff to support the event on-site
Manage payment to workshop facilitators post-event
Pay the network promptly post-event for agreed venue and/or catering costs 		
(Options 1 and 2) and the network promotion fee as stated

»» If the final delegate numbers exceed the 15 minimum, pay the network for 		
additional delegates on a 60% AELP/40% Network split after costs
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Association of Employment and Learning Providers
9 Apex Court, Bradley Stoke, Bristol, BS32 4JT
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